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Converged by three lovely rivers, Munnar is blessed with beauty and situated in the Southern part of
India. You can connect to Munnar via Tamil Nadu as well as Kerala. The hill station is placed at a
6000 ft altitude. It is a sensational treat to drive while reaching here. The visitors are bound to go
into dizzy ecstasies while driving to the top. The long and winding roads are enclosed by greenery
created generously by the Almighty. The natural glory is exposed with ethereal beauty. The lush
carpets of greenery, Oak trees, mist of the mountains, and the silvery waterfalls, make Munnar a
must visit destination for tourists. And with the presence of excellent Munnar Hotels here, you can
simply rest in the natural beauty of this place.

The luxury provided by the Munnar Hotels accentuates the already vibrant charm of this place.
Tourists get the feeling of visiting Heaven on earth at this place. The hotels here can be considered
as verdant jewels rendering their guests with natural and virgin beauty and picturesque locales. The
Munnar hotels are flooded with tourists during peak season as trekkers, honeymooners, families,
nature lovers and foreign tourists arrive here in droves to experience the environment. Hence it is
always advisable to do your bookings in advance and grab the various different package deals
which these hotels have on offer.

Along with the variety of Munnar Hotels, travelers can also find tree houses and wooden cottages
which are available here. The safety of the guests is not compromised while providing these places
and they have all the facilities which a normal hotel can offer. Some of the noteworthy Munnar
hotels are Mountain club resorts, Gateway Munnar, Edassery Mansion and Olive Brook. All these
hotels unleash a world of excellent facilities and services which are highly personalized. Some other
facilities which the guests can enjoy are Internet connections, elegant suites, excellent cuisine, and
help desks. Visitors can also chill out with recreational facilities such as trekking, campfires, fishing
and other adventure activities. The view provided by the windows of the Munnar hotels is sure to
keep the tourists stunned and wanting for more. The visitors will be beckoned to visit this place
again and again, year after year.

The Munnar Hotels give a choice of luxury as well as budget accommodation for suiting different
requirements. But, whatever your choice is, all the hotels provide for impeccable service standards
for making your holiday a pleasant experience.
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